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By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: MP Waleed Al-Tabtabaei yesterday
filed a number of proposals to amend the condi-
tion of decree number 23/2013 pertaining the
minimum age of Kuwaiti women eligible for
social aid and allowances, asking to reduce it
from 55 to 40. Tabtabaei also proposed giving
top officials (ministers, MPs undersecretaries and
their assistants) dispatched on state missions
only economy class flight tickets in order to help
cut expenses. 

In addition, Tabtabaei proposed building
branches of Kuwait University, the basic studies
college and the faculty of commercial studies in
Ahmadi and Jahra and a Quran memorization
center in Kaifan. Moreover, Tabtabaei filed an
inquiry with the minister of state for Cabinet
affairs concerning the measures followed by the
Civil Service Commission (CSC) on nominating
employees to certain leading positions. 

Fake degrees
In an attempt to fight fake degrees MPs Khalil

Abul, Abdulwahab Al-Babtain, Oudah Al-Rowaei,
Adnan Abdulsamad and Omar Al-Tabtabaei yes-
terday proposed incriminating those imperson-

ating as others and those unlawfully using pro-
fessional or scientific titles by fraud or forgery
such as fake doctors, claiming to belong to the
ruling family or impersonating as members of
the military. The proposal suggested punishing
such culprits with three years in prison and/or a
KD 5,000 fine. It also suggested harsher penal-
ties in case of repeating the same crime of five
years in prison and/or a KD 15,000 fine.

Farmers’ union
Chairman of Kuwait Farmers Union’s five-

member committee Hadi Hajed Al-Watri said he
had sent letters on Dec 4, 2016 to His Highness
the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Sabah and Minister of Social Affairs and Labor
and Minister of State for Economic Affairs Hind
Al-Subaih concerning the Public Manpower
Authority’s rejection of the committee formed
by the union’s general assembly consensus.
Watri added that the committee chairman and
members officially requested a meeting with
both officials to explain what he described as
the unjustified interference of the manpower
authority, which undermines the union’s efforts
in achieving food security. He explained that five
veteran farmers were nominated by the general

assembly to run the union’s errands until a new
board of directors is elected next month, but the
manpower authority had broken its promises to
grant them accreditation so that they could run
urgent matters of over 3,000 farmers. 

Tabtabaei proposes 40-year minimum

retirement age for Kuwaiti women

By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT:  A Filipino woman who
was struck in a hit and run acci-
dent in Kuwait City yesterday
remains in a coma. The woman,
widely reported to have died on
social media, has undergone a
series of operations and remains in
the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) at
Amiri Hospital. 

According to Phil ippine
Embassy’s Assistant to Nationals
Unit, the woman is being moni-
tored by her physician Dr Ahmed
Sammy. “We visited her at Amiri
Hsopital today. She is in the ICU
and is still unconscious. We will
continue to monitor her condition
and we hope and pray for her
recovery,” the embassy official said.  

Emelyn Acabo, 38,  from
Bacolod Negros Occidental,
Philippines, was on the sidewalk
when the accident happened and
heard the crash.  She rushed
through the crowd and took sever-
al photos and videos which she
eventually posted on social media.
“Yes, I saw her lying on the ground
so I took some videos and posted
it on my Facebook account,” she
admitted. 

“I was scared but at the same
time thinking about her family. It

was a sad day to see such an acci-
dent. It was only the second day of
the year and if you are a Filipino I
am sure you know we are still in
the celebratory mood for the New
Year, and it was frustrating to wit-
ness the gravity of such an acci-
dent. I heard the crash’s sound
although I did not personally see
the vehicle hit her,” she said.  “The
ambulance came late. I don’t know
the exact time but I was praying
hard for the ambulance to come
soon so she would survive,” Acabo
recalled.

The accident was widely dis-
cussed among the Overseas
Filipino Workers (OFW) community
in Kuwait. Azhna Pananggulon, 38,
from General Santos City, hoped
that the victim would be okay.
“ Thank God that she is  al ive;
although some social media post
[said] she had already died,” she
said. “ The problem here in the
Middle East is  that we cannot
touch [the victim] any accident of
such nature. We are not allowed; if
you do, you will be in trouble, so
the more you care (for others)  the
more you will be in trouble. All you
can do is wait for an ambulance,
but what if the ambulance arrived
after two hours, the victim could
die,” she said.

Filipina hit and run victim still alive
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By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Kuwait Zoo welcomed a new
member yesterday with the birth of a
baby giraffe. This is not the first time
that a giraffe was born at the zoo, yet it
is still considered a special event. “We
do not know if the baby giraffe is male
or female yet, as we were not able to
get very close to it,” a staff member at
the Zoo told the Kuwait Times. “We have
to give it a chance to walk. Also, we
want to avoid upsetting the mother,
which would happen if we came too
close to her baby. We are happy with
this delivery, and the zoo plans to keep

the baby giraffe.”
The new born giraffe was in fact the

second baby animal to be born in
Kuwait Zoo in the new year. Earlier yes-
terday, a female Arabian oryx gave birth
to a baby; the first ever to be born in
Kuwait. This is important because the
Arabian oryx is considered an endan-
gered species, according to the
zookeeper. “This is the first time to have
an oryx born in our zoo. It is a rare and
endangered species, whose original
habitat is the Arab Peninsula. They are
trying to increase the animal’s numbers
in the UAE. We feel lucky to have the
newborn oryx,” he added.   

Zoo celebrates New Year with

newborn giraffe, Arabian oryx

KUWAIT: Citybus provided Kuwait Times
with the following statement yesterday in
response to an article published in yester-
day’s issue under the headline ‘Commuters
face bus fare increase’:

Citybus, part of City Group Company; a
Kuwaiti shareholding company, has revised
its fares as follows:

Single journey fares have increased by
50 fils and bus passes have been restruc-
tured with downward price revisions offer-
ing regular commuters significant dis-
counts and very affordable commute
options. 

Despite rising operating costs, Citybus
had managed to absorb this effect without
passing it on to customers by not increas-
ing fares for the last four years - the last
fare increase was in June 2012. However, to
ensure that we continue to provide our

customers a vast network of routes operat-
ing at high frequencies with over 100
transfer points between intersecting
routes, we had to revise our fares. In 2016,
we made an investment of KD 2.5 million in
new, efficient and environmentally friendly
vehicles, with a further commitment to
introduce more new vehicles in 2017. 

Citybus is committed to improving the
public transport landscape in Kuwait, eas-
ing congestion, improving road safety and
leveraging new technology to make travel
simpler and more convenient. In 2017
many new initiatives will be introduced to
further enhance our customers’ travel
experience. We will continue our commit-
ment to provide our customers the best
service levels at very affordable prices.

Citybus Management Team

Citybus announces

fare revision for 2017

KUWAIT: A picture taken from social media allegedly showing a crowd
surrounding the victim moments after the accident.

CAIRO: Kuwait’s Minister of
Justice Faleh Al-Azb and his
Egyptian counterpar t
Mohammad Hossam Abdel-
Rahim signed yesterday an
agreement to bolster judicial
and legal ties. According to a
statement by the Kuwait i
Ministry of Justice yesterday,
Minister Al-Azb - who is also
Minister of State for National
Assembly Affairs - met with
other Egyptian legal officials
during his visit to the fellow
Arab country. 

The meetings touched on
topics pertaining to how to
handle criminal cases, deten-
tion, as well as measures to
extradite criminals. — KUNA 

Kuwait, Egypt sign

‘extradition’ agreement
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By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: Director of the Public Authority
for Agricultural Affairs and Fish Resources
(PAAAFR) Faisal Al-Hasawi said PAAAFR
would soon issue a decision conditioning
the use of environment-friendly fishing
gear and expected that the decision will
be issued by September with the begin-
ning of the shrimping season. Hasawi
added that some of the currently used
fishing methods were already banned in
restr icted waters,  ie  45 percent of
Kuwait’s national waters.    

Dissolution
Minister of Social Affairs and Labor Hind

Al-Subaih is expected to issue a ministeri-
al  decision dissolving Sharq Co- op
Society’s board of directors for lack of
quorum after six of its nine members
resigned including the chairman and the
treasurer. 

Priorities
Chairman of the parliamentary priorities
committee Thamer Al-Suwait said the
committee discussed priorities for the
coming period and that the government
postponed filing in its priorities’ agenda
until after filing its work program. Suwait
added that a meeting would be held on
Jan 18 with the government to discuss
the priorities. 

Environment-friendly fishing

gear ahead of shrimping season

KUWAIT: Farwaniya Fire Station responded to an emergency call made yesterday to report a fire in a Khaitan restaurant. The
building was evacuated due to thick smoke. The flames were tackled and kept from spreading to other parts of the building. No
injuries were reported. Meanwhile, an investigation was opened to determine the cause of the fire. — By Hanan Al-Saadoun

MPW to sign 18 contracts

for road development

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Public Works (MPW)
announced yesterday plans to sign 18 contracts
for development of the roads system in the
country, in addition to signing eight consultative
contracts in the coming months.

These contracts are part of the ministry ’s
development plan, which includes 75 projects all
aimed at enhancing the roads system, Engineer
Ahmad Al-Hassan, Assistant Undersecretary of
the Roads Depar tment at the Public Works
Ministry, told reporters. Al-Hassan made his
remarks on the sidelines of his inspection tour of
Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah Causeway
(SJSC) Project (Doha Link).

Implementing such projects poses a signifi-
cant challenge to the ministry’s roads depart-
ment, which aims at improving roads’ efficiency,

facilitating traffic, increasing achievement ratios,
and accelerating the implementation process, he
said. So far, 50 percent has been achieved in
SJSC, Hassan said, noting that works on this proj-
ect are active in accordance with contractual
timeframes.

Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Causeway is one of the
important projects that are being currently imple-
mented by the public works ministry, the official
affirmed, pointing out the project’s significance in
reducing traffic jams, completing the roads system
via linking Doha area, near Kuwait Entertainment
City, with Shuwaikh area. Hassan also noted that
the total cost for the project is estimated at KD
165.7 million with an implementation period of
1,462 days, adding that the project is expected to
be fully completed by 2018. —  KUNAKUWAIT: MPW’s Assistant Undersecretary of the Roads Department Ahmad Al-Hassan (right) speaks with officials during

his inspection tour of the Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah Causeway (SJSC) Project. — KUNA


